
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

SHORT GAME  

WEDGES 
 
What does your ‘555 Team’ mean by ‘Short Game’? Any and all shots with your ‘Short Shafted Clubs’ 

(‘#8 Iron down to the #LW or #XW’ if you carry one of those ‘Almost No Face Clubs’) 

 

Now that is a broad spectrum including ‘A ripped #8 Iron to a soft feathered #XW’ … may include from 

120 to 130 yards (‘One Hop Stopper’) to a whispy, delicate #XW! Be careful not to get yourself caught 

trying to ‘Cut A #XW’. It has minimal ‘Clubface Area’ by design.  

 

Always ‘Minimize Risks’ in all aspects of and at every opportunity of your games. “It is not about ‘How’, 

but ‘How Many’”! 

 

‘Wedge Protocols’ may include all of the below … 1) Tallish Chin supporting a stable Head (‘Posture’ = 

‘Stability’ … minimal movement off the ball … ‘Sway & Slide’)(see ‘The Tether Ball 

Concept’)(‘Remember, you need to get up so your can get down to the ball!), 2) a neutral to weak ‘Grip’ 

(‘Grip’)(see ‘Quiet Triangles’)(see ‘No Flip Handed or Throw-Away Moves’), 3) a narrow-ish to mid 

‘Stance Width’ with that ‘Flared Open Target Foot so your ‘Swing Gate Is Open’ and receptive of your 

‘Applied Energy’ (‘Stance’), 4) No ‘Lifting Moment’ in your ‘Front Swing’. It is ‘Down Out Forward & 

Through’ (‘DOFT’) and the ‘Trajectory is created by the ‘Factory Loft’ and NOT by your ‘Hand Action’. 

5) ‘Ball Flight Line’ is primarily controlled by ‘Clubface Aim’ (‘Target Hand’ and secondarily 

accomplished by ‘Clubhead Path and Clubshaft Plane’.  

 

To control your ‘Distance’ is controlled by your ‘555 System Body Clocking’. You must learn this 

without delay. You need to strive to reduce the ‘Variables’ in your swing and to increase the ‘Constants’. 

Remember, ‘Consistency’ is the golfer’s dream! 

 

Once you learn how to ‘Putt’ you can ‘Chip’ with any of your ‘Short Sticks’. Then, to hit ‘Bump & Runs 

and Knock Down Shots’, simply increase the ‘Length Of Your Back & Up Swing Stroke’ … more 

‘Clubhead Speed’ produces more ‘Distance’. (see ‘Body Clocking’)  

 

The simplicity is that a ‘Bigger Back & Up Swing’, the ‘Bigger Circle’, (‘Radius and Circumference’) 

can do more work! Pretty Newtonian, right?  

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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